
No Teachers Allowed

Once everyone had been fully convinced.
Once everyone had been poignantly persuaded.
Once everyone had been plaintively induced to get up on board; to jump up on board, and 

enthusiastically embrace the idea that – well, in an imperative effort at meeting the needs of low-
income students?  Our newly benevolent country must now instigate a particularly modern age 
committed to the invasive transformations behind a test-based accountability: an age wherein all 
students could, now, so very generously count upon receiving the kindhearted care of a nonstop 
statistical attention.  

Once everyone had been assertively swayed; once everyone had been movingly 
influenced; once everyone had been heartrendingly pushed into offering up an immovable 
support for the world of NCLB assessments, and an attached, test-engineered social reform.  
Once everyone had passively acknowledged, in the process, our new millennium’s 
unprecedented power over a national public education; once everyone had watched as a public 
school administration began to slip inexorably into the realm of big-government controls and 
capitalist profits...  

Well, not surprisingly?
A rising number of educators had begun to stand up in response.  
At first politely, and then more aggressively, frustrated teachers had repeatedly done what 

they could.  They had tried, again and again, to reach out and turn on the light.  They had stood 
up; they had taken direct hits.  They had argued; they had pointed candidly.  They had labored, 
continually and anxiously, to illuminate the shocking connection between our nation’s growing 
focus upon a no-excuses testing liability, and a poor, culturally-different neighborhood abuse.  

Anxiously they had worked to expose the connection: 
Between test labeling and a community destabilization.
Between inflexible transformations and a neighborhood regentrification.  
Between socially-biased exam practices and a blatantly elitist separation.
Forthright, outspoken educators – each year more troubled; each year more outraged – 

had demanded a democratic forum where the traditional processes around an intentional 
collaboration might guarantee recognition of increasingly panicked concerns. 

But.  
Oh, well, now see?
It was these teachers...
Who kept creating all of the problems.  
Loudly excited NCLB politicians, suddenly empowered Department of Education 

executives, nationally lauded, self-proclaimed instructional experts, district leaders, fixer 
administrators, test designers, exam evaluators, assessment producers, expensively contracted 
school consultants, building transformation personnel, innovation architects, curriculum 
peddlers, charter managers, on-line proponents, technology analysts, employee trainers, teacher 
locators and program instigators – all of whom had grown parasitically dependent upon not only 
the annual extension of an endlessly repeated testing, but, much, much more importantly, upon 
the reform-allocated funding umbilically attached to its underbelly: 

Well, as these dedicated reformers were quick to recognize?
Non-collaborative, voice-blocking strategies would now be required.



For so many years, national public education had presented its intentions as being 
contingent upon the inclusive, multi-voiced involvement of administrators, teachers, students, 
support staff, parents, community leaders and, in more than a few cases, business owners 
operating in geographically attendant neighborhoods.  But, nowadays; nowadays in a truly 
magical era looking to the lucrative invasions of a test-based accountability?  

Oh, let’s just say that democracy – you know, that tedious process where multiple parties 
got together in the effort to generate optimal solutions for local, honest needs; where culture-
protective parties stubbornly refused to hop up and board the remunerative reform wagon, 
rejecting any need to be labeled as deficit-prone and therefore fully incompetent; where citizens 
connected with a day-to-day low-income, culturally-different reality demanded the opportunity 
to speak up and shed light by pointing directly at glaringly problematic truth.  

Well, that kind of a multi-party, everybody-has-a-voice democracy?
	
 Really slowed things down; really gummed up the works.

After all, in a deeply compassionate nation now heroically willing to take on the heavy 
obligation of making all truly important decisions about what was good for schools (and, even 
more importantly, capitalist profits):
	
 My; who really needed teachers.  

Or anyone, for that matter, with any long-standing educational experience at all.


